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The need occasionally arises for a device performing
an integration; situations may arise where limited size is a
design objective,, The integrating feedback amplifier presents
attractive possibilities. It is critically assessed.
A first model was constructed to focus more clearly
the problems of drift and miniaturization possibilities. Exper-
ience enabled construction of a superior model with an output
drift of less than 100 millivolts during hour-long trials as
an integrator with a gain of 1 volt / sec /volt , Operation with
4^00 cycle filament supply was satisfactory. Power supply
fluctuations produced equivalent spurious signals decreased in
a ratio of 1 ,000 : 1.
To combat zero-drift, the advanced technique of auto-
matic stabilization (Goldberg Circuit) is employed, requiring
consideration of miniature synchronous converters. To miniatur
ize the computing condenser without sacrifice of drift or
quality of integration, grid current is controlled.
The power supply requirements are considered simple
for a -100 volt output range. This was accomplished without
sacrifice of gain by the use of gas-discharge tube coupling at
low currents. All stages are stabilized to minimize effects
of supply variation.
The resulting high-gain low-drift integrating ampli-
fier built in terms of miniature components is recommended as
a prototype for further development in subminiature form.
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This report presents the results of an investigation
of the feasibility of constructing a low-drift integrating
amplifier of limited size, without sacrifice of intee,ration
quality.
The answer it is believed, is demonstrated to be in
the affirmative. An integrator was built and tested which is
recommended as a prototype for translation from miniature to
sub-miniature components. Miniaturization features are dis-
cussed throughout.
Features and performance of the unit are as follows:
7
1, Zero-frequency open-loop gain: 2 x 10 ,
2, Realized time constant operating as an
integrator with a rate-gain of one:
2 X 10 seconds.
3» Bandwidth as an operational amplifier
with less than 0.1% gain loss:
Gain of -100: 200 cps
Gain of - 10: 1000 cps
k. Output zero-reference drift, per
minute time, parts of full scale:
1 part in lO-'.
5. Equivalent disturbing input signal
for power supply voltage changes,
operating as an integrator, 1 sec" :
1 part in 10-^,
6, Features: (Figure l6)
1, Gas-discharge tube interstage
coupling.
2, Cross-coupled input stage,
3* Operational tests indicate satis-
factory performance with ^00 cps
filament supply and miniature con-
verter .
k. Two regulated power supply voltages
only.
Liberty is taken to define "integrating amplifier"
as the overall high gain operational amplifier with feedback
elements arranged to approximate the ideal integrator. "Opera-
tional amplifier" is taken to mean the high-gain high-performance
direct-coupled amplifier providing the feed-forward gain making
the former possible.
The integrating amplifier to be described is a Miller-
Effect feedback amplifier^ Computing impedance elements (R and C)
are arranged with an operational amplifier of the Goldberg Circuit
type,, This circuit uses automatic output stabilization and is
representative of current high-performance direct-coupled ampli-
fier design.
The useful bandwidth operating as an inverting opera-
tional amplifier with gain-limiting resistive feedback will
depend upon the net gain set. This is determined by the ratio
of feedback to input resistance values. The gain-frequency
characteristic of the operations amplifier is essentially a
-20 db/decade slope from a break-point at a time constant of
about 5 seconds. The second break point is above 10,000 cps.
No attempt was made to extend the amplifier bandwidth, it being
considered sufficient for the control and slow-speed computer
applications in mind. Goldberg circuit amplifiers are not
limited to figures mentioned.
The open-loop zero-frequency gain of the amplifier
7is approximately 2 x 10 ; it is not intended to be used open-
loop. The gain at higher frequencies can be interpreted this
way: Operating as an inverting operational amplifier with a
gain of -10 there is negligible loss in gain or phase shift to
1000 cps. As an inverting amplifier with gain of -100, there
is one percent loss in gain at about 600 cps and no more than
one-tenth percent loss at 200 cps (one-half 400 cycle carrier
frequency). The output range is slightly greater than +100 volts.
Triangular testing waveforms from a low-frequ,ency function gener-
ator indicated no readily measured deviation from linearity in
this range.
The amplifier gain is sufficient to insure the quality
of integration is limited principally by leakage resistance.
Computing impedances for a rate gain of 1 volt / sec/volt
,
R = 1 megohm, C = 1 microfarad, which might indicate a time con-
7stant of 2 X 10 seconds without leakage resistance, did indicate
5a realized time constant of over 2 x 10 seconds in test„ This
is consistent with the leakage resistance of a polystyrene-
dielectric capacitoro
A particularly important criterion of performance of
an integrator, particularly one capable of good precision down
to very low frequencies where very high gain is inferred, is
the stability of zero-reference,, This zero-drift or often
simply "drift rate", assumes first-order importance, for it is
usually an annoying part of full scale in short time„ Ampli-
fiers identified with 0„001 microamperes grid current or
100 microvolts offset, it will be shown, may not be adequately
high quality^, Rates of 1 part in 10^000 full scale per minute
and less are sought^
The prototype amplifier was developed with drift
stabilization first in mind. High loop gain is often emphasized,
This emphasis, it is shown, may not be warranted as long as gain
is high enough to insure the integration quality is schackled
mainly by the computing-capacitor leakage resistancoo Thus
pentode direct -coupled stages were avoided and all d.c» stages
are those characterized by stabilization against power supply
fluctuations, or "common-mode rejection". These types of
stages, compared with pentodes, generally sacrifice gain. High
loop gain cannot be flaunted and this sacrifice of gain for
stabilization must be compensated. This was done by several
techniques not usually associated with Goldberg Circuit
operational amplifiers. The first is the operation of the
difference amplifier push-pull (its natural mode) into the
following stage, a cathode-coupled amplifier with a large
cathode load for common-mode rejection. The second is the
liberal use of gas-discharge tubes for interstage coupling,
eliminating interstage coupling loss.
Input grid current must be controlled. This was
done in the prototype by blocking condenser. The prototype
input stage is specifically well-suited for sub-miniature
electrometer types. These tubes, with favorable computing
impedance elements, might possibly be used direct coupled.
This is advisable to avoid prolonged overload paralysis; but
each microvolt equivalent spurious input will cost output zero=
reference drifto
Drift rates of less than 0,1 volt/hour were observed
over periods of approximately two hours duration while operat-
ing as an integrator with a gain of 1 vol t/ sec/ vol t ,,
Operating with ^00 cycle filament supply, drift rates
of less than Ool volt/hour were observed over a one-hour period
following adjustment while operatingo
A drift rate of about 0o2 volt/hour was observed dur-
ing which the DoGo filament supply was abruptly changed 0o2 volt
four timeso The drift rate did not obviously correlate with the
filament cycling; a part of this drift rate is ascribed an
inferior initial adjustments
In comparison with the above figures, the dependence
on power supply regulation may appear large. It will be found
this is not so severe, if the drift rate is translated in terms
of equivalent offset referred to the input grid =- i«eo the
equivalent spurious signal. Thus a 1 volt change in eitHer
supply (+200 or -350V) is equivalent to less than one millivolt
spurious signal at the input . The overall fluctuation-rejection
is thus a ratio of more than 1000 to 1„
Only two supplies are required, +200 and "350 VoD»Co
This provides an output range of slightly greater than +100 voltSo
This range from an operational amplifier almost invariably imposes
more severe power supply requirements. (See examples, ref. 7^)
Miniaturization rationally embraces simplicity of supply require-
ments ,
Operation with a miniature converter was demonstrated
to be satisfactory. The first design consideration for the use
of miniature converters in the Goldberg Circuit is believed to
be the parasitic feedback. Insufficient attention to this
detail results in erratic drift rates.
In the following chapters this development is followed:
Ch. II G-eneral Discussion, including mention of
widely accepted integrating elements com-
petitive with integrating amplifiers.
Cho III The Integrating Amplifier, as an
approximation to the ideal integrator
is critically assessed.
Cho IV The Operationa] Amplifier, providing
the high gain making the results of
Chapter III possible, is typified in
current practice by the Goldberg
Circuit, discussed here.
Ch. V The Experimental Results and experiences
of this writer developing the recommended
prototype are reported with a discussion
of the prototype circuit and its perform*-
ance
.
Ch, VI Conclusions and Recommendations.
It is intended this information will provide the
greater part of the information that will be useful in further
development of a sub-miniature version,, This prototype can
also serve for development in other forms, for which most





The need occasionally arises for an element perform-
ing integration of an input with respect to an independent
variableo The designs of electronic instruments, servomechan-
isms, automatic control devices, and analog computers are
important applications of such elements-
There are numerous devices and techniques that mani-
fest an integration characteristic. In the fields mentioned,
certain elements are more widely employed than others. This
may be ascribed at least in part to the relative ease of utilize
ing these elements in systems conveniently designed on the basis
of continuous electrical data signals.
Four elements widely employed are:
1. "Ball-and-Disk" integratorSo




The "Ball-and-Di sk" integrator and rate servomechan-
isms may be arranged to integrate with respect to a variable
other than time. Rate servomechani sms are perhaps more fre-=
quently employed for integration with respect to time, and more
often referred to as velocity servos. Integrating gyroscopes
and amplifiers operate with respect to real time. "Ball-and-
Disk" integrators are described in references (l), (2), and (3)»
and velocity servomechan isms in (l), 1^), and (5)0
It may be anticipated applications arise in the
fields mentioned (e.g. , control or computation) where minimum
size is a design objective and also where integration with
respect to time only is required. The referenced descriptions
clearly indicate reduction in size of ball-and-disk integrators
or velocity servomechani sms is likely to be extremely difficult
without sacrifice of accuracy and ruggedness. The disk inte-
grator has an adverse accuracy-to-diame ter relation and, being
8mechanical, requires electro-mechanical transducers. The velo-
city servomechanism requires rotating machinery.
For integration with respect to time in restricted
space , the integrating gyro and integrating amplifier are
encouraging. The integrating gyro requires a constant spin
velocity, an input torque source, and an angular motion trans-
ducer. This element has been used in missile control. '
The integrating amplifier has particular advantage in that:
1. It can be assembled from standard
parts.
2. Input and output are electrical,
3. The designer has considerable lati-
tude in selecting integration rate,
standards of precision, and bandwidth.
The remainder of this investigation will consider the
integrating amplifier.
2.2 Filter Design Problem
One approach to integrator design is to first consider
this as a filter design problem. (Figure 1)
The filter to be designed
is supplied an input e. (t) consisting
of message, e (t), and noise, e (t),
m n
components. The filter transfer
function is H(a)). The desired output,
e (t), is the time integral of the
message component, with provision for
compensating lead or lag +a of the
message component.
e. (t) = e (t) -»- e (t)
X m n







e (t + a) dt
m
The noise and signal compon-
ents are assumed to be independent. In this case it can be
shown the cross correlation of input and desired signals, ^•j(''^)»
is equal to the integral of the shifted message autocorrelation.
Therefore the cross-power density spectrum $ (o)) is simply
related to the message power density spectrum,
9^^{t) = / ^ (t + a) dTmm
+
"id ju) ^mm
This result is sufficient to infer the transfer function of
the filter in the absence of noise. In that case the message
and input spectrum, S.
.
(o)) , are identical. The useful relation
$ . (u)) = H(oj) cp. . (w)
xo ^xi
indicates the input-output cross spectrum is that desired for
the filter described by:
For zero compensatory phase shift a, the result is
that normally anticipated for the transfer function of an
integrator as expressed by transfer technique.
1
H{u)) = jw
In the presence of noise, knowledge of the input
spectrum and its factors together with the cross-spectrum
cp (o)) as given above is sufficient theoretically to obtain an
expression for the optimum integrating filter transfer function,
In the absence of specific information on the input
(message and noise) autocorrelations, the design of an inte-
grator becomes that of realizing a network or network-amplifier
having as nearly as possible the transfer function -;— .
JO)
2,3 Realizing the Transfer Function





characteristic and helps make clear
1
the practical meaning of the "infin-
j
o ite gain at zero frequency" .( Figure 2)







During integration from to t, a low frequency com-
ponent, or a non-zero average value of input current, results
in increasingly large output voltages. As an ideal integrator,
the element must abide this condition, but as a practical ele-
ment, not only its own limitations but those of the circuits
with which it operates must be considered.
The current-source-condenser combination is not satis-
factory because of the difficulty of realizing the driving cur-
rent source and of utilizing the output condenser voltage with-
out loading.
The current source can be approximated by a zero (low)














It is noted that form
focuses attention on a primitive form
of the design compromise between lower
limit of useful integration and finite low frequency gain. This
is expressed in the requisite inequality. If RC is large, "good"
integration to low frequencies results.
In the integrator transfer function the product RC or
its equivalent will frequently appear. The transfer function
-
—rT7 infers one volt constant input results in a ramp outputjojRO
^ ^
of r-r- volt per second. The output rate is -^^ . Thus theRo _ rvO
quantity -^ may be considered the integrator "gain" or perhapsRO
more accurately, its "rate gain". The integrator operating
"with a gain of one" is one whose "gain" is one volt per second
per one volt input.
Large values of RC product can be realized by utiliz-
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1 + A . ^ 1
^ RC(1 + A)
for u)RC{l + A) » 1.
A » 1.
The form of this result indicates the circuit
operates as a simple RC circuit but with a time constant
RC ( 1 + A) . With present amplifier techniques this may be a
very long time constant.
This multiplication of time constant is analogous
to the Miller effect relating the grid-plate capacitance. The
arrangements are often called "Miller Feedback" or "Miller
Effect Integrators". This arrangement is most widely known
and accepted as a practical integrating amplifier.
This form of integrating amplifier will be the
further subject of this investigation. The motivation for the
work is:
1, For large gains, A, the range of
integration can be extended to low
frequencies. This is indicated by
the inequality ojRC ( 1 + A) » 1.
12
The rate of integration is readily
controlled by the computing elements
R and C » This influences the useful
bandwidth and the ranges of input and
outputs ^s will be discussedo
There are no apparent invalidating
impediments to miniaturization; in
fact the general techniques of ampli-
fier miniaturization may be applied,
at least in parto
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CHAPTER III
THE INTEGRATING FEEDBACK AMPLIFIER
The brief discussion of Chapter II gave some motiva-
tion for a more detailed consideration of the integrating feed-
back amplifiero The motivation is emphasized in a situation
where limited size is a design objective.
The purpose of this Chapter is to consider in greater
detail the integrating feedback amplifier. The amplifier it-
self, the element providing the -A of Figure 4, will be consid-
ered in electronic detail in the following Chapter,
3ol Accuracy of the Approximate Integration
In the following sections the accuracy of integration
obtained by an approximation by a realizable transfer function
is considered, A transfer function theoretically realizable
and not requiring infinite gain at zero frequency is:
H(u)) = - V-TJCJT + 1
The zero frequency gain is -A. At frequencies above
w = — the asymptotic transmission characteristic decreases at
the rate of 20 db per decade (6 db per octave), as does that of
an ideal integrator. The (asymptotic) gain is unity at a
frequency w = — . (Figure 5)
T
This form is directly applicable to the RC integrator
of Figure 3 assuming zero source impedance, zero loading
(infinite load impedance), no leakage and invariant lumped
linear elements. In this case A = 1 and t = RC,
This form also applies directly to the integrating
amplifier of Figure k, assuming zero source impedance, zero
amplifier output impedance, infinite amplifier input impedance
(zero grid current), no leakage, invariant lumped linear
elements and constant amplifier gain, (Deviations from these
assumptions are considered later). In this case, A is the
magnitude of the amplifier gain, and t = RC ( 1 + A),
This transfer function approximates that of the ideal
integrator for which it may be substituted, subject to errors
Ik
A Adb
( - ) Gain
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which are to be considered.
3.2 Transfer Function Loci
The transfer function being considered approximates
that of the ideal integrator to a different degree at differ-
ent frequencies. It is therefore not possible to state direct
ly the "accuracy of integration" without specifying the input.
A qualitative picture of performance is given by the
loci of the ideal and approximating transfer functions.
(Figure 6) At higher frequencies the loci converge. At lower
frequencies, the loci diverge and there is an error in phase
and magnitude that is a function of frequency.
3.3 Magnitude Error (Sinusoidal Steady State)
The magnitude error illustrated in Figure 6 is con-
veniently expressed. This error is, for example, the error in
amplitude of an integrated sine wave. Notice that there will
also be a phase error and therefore the magnitude error is
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Here a is percentile magnitude error as a decimal
fraction. This will be a small fraction for the precision






Example: To maintain output amplitude correct to within








In an integrating amplifier with RC ( 1 + A) approximately 10 ,
this accuracy is maintained, down to
U)
10 -5 /10 radians/ secRC(1 + A)
The aavantage of an amplifier with high gain is apparento
3o4 Phase Error (Sinusoidal Steady State)
The output of the approximate integrator leads that
of the ideal in phase.






= phase error ^ Aactual - xideal = + tan — ,
Utilizing the approximation for small angles
tan ^ ^ sin ^ ^ / ,. v « 7^77 ^'^ e e e(radians; loO "^ e
it follows
'^ e TT U)T
It is noted phase and magnitude errors cannot be
separately specified but that
° 180.
'^e fT ^




An integrating amplifier of t = RC ( 1 + A) equaling approximately
6
10 maintains this phase accuracy down to
to = 57.3 lO"' radians/seco




» 5 7. 3
Y 2a = 5o73 degrees.
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Maintaining phase accuracy to Ool degree decreases
the magnitude error to
a = = O0OOOOOI5,
2(373)
a negligible deviation,
3 o 5 Duration of Run to Given Error
Ideally the output of an integrator for a step input
is a ramp, rising linearly at a rate equal to the input times
the rate gain. For the assumed transfer function, the output
rises exponentially with a time constant t „ The initial rate
is — for the assumed transfer function, or
T
A 1 /s/ 1
X
1 + A RG RC
for unit input to the integrating amplifiero The rate decreases
with increasing tiraeo A measure of performance is the time of






















^ ^. n Itfractional error = ~ ~~
<C T
Example: For an error of 1/2 of 1%, the time of run may be as
long as
t = ( =005) 2t = „OlT »
For an integrating amplifier of t = RC(l + A) approximating 10
this is 2.8 hours. This result must be carefully interpreted^
18
For a rate gain of 1 and an output range of +100 volts (200 V
Li,
excursion), a maximum step of 200/10 = 20 millivolts could be
applied. Subsequent changes in input contribute to the total
error at a later time. Zero drift has been assumed, which for
such a long run would be questionable.
During the run following a unit step input, the rate
of the output should be constant at a/t. The rate actually is
(a/t) - (At/j ), There is a rate error
; 2 '^/ O
rate error = At/T =
fractional rate error = t/r .
3,6 Reconsidering Assumptions
The accuracy of the analytic representation of the
performance of the integrating amplifier can be improved by




A non-zero source impedance frequently can be approxi-
mated by an essentially resistive impedance R . In this case
this resistance is additive to the computing input resistance R.
19
to form the total R = R + R. . The principal effect of this
S 1
aberration is to make prediction of the gain product RC more
difficult if R is not negligible with respect to R.
„
The ability to drive the integrator from generators
such as cathode followers or feedback amplifiers with output
impedance negligible relative to the megohm order of R. rele-
gates this problem to infrequent significance
o
3o8 Amplifier Input Impedance
A finite R will be considered separately from non^




the time constant realized is decreased,




+ ^ = J..0 (e„ - e^ )K R, o gn
®o A 1 1
e. 1 + A RC . ^
X JO) + RR^A C(l + A)
RR, ^ -^ ^A
A
The effect on the apparent time constant is as though
the amplifier input impedance paralleled the computing element Ro
High gain favorably improves this situation.
3 o 9 Leakage Resistance
Leakage resistance limits the time constant realizable
by increase of gain alone. This dictates the use of a very
high quality capacitor. Polystyrene dielectric elements are
recommended. The rate gain is not affected.
e = e . e - egn 1 „ o gn ^ . ^ I V" p — - —S '^— + j(JC (e " e )R Rj *J ' o gn
20
% ^ ^ A _1 1 __„
e. °1+ARC R/T^A\a.i1 ^~(1 + A) + 1
^^ '^ RG(1 + A)
RC(1 + A) Ci R, C for ~( 1 + A) »
^(1 + A) + 1 ^
Leakage resistance includes the loss paths between
terminals, etco Inattention to this detail is flagrant sacri-
fice of hard-earned amplifier gaino Leakage resistances of
hundreds of thousands of megohms are possible in specialty cap-
acitors ana this level should not be compromised (as in a
terminal strip, in this writer's experience ) =
3<,10 Amplifier Output Impedance
This is not to be confused with output impedance of
the integrator as a feedback amplifiers
Non-zero amplifier output impedance introduces addi-
tional phase lag and amplitude losso
e - e
.
e , - egn 1 . „ / \ A o
-^
= ju)C (e - e ) = ~R "^ o gn R
o
e. = - AeA gn
e A - jwCR
o ^ o
e. joj(CR(l + A) + CR ) +
X o
In the usual amplifier, however, the variable terms
associated with the R , u)CR and u)CR /a are not likely to beGO o
important at frequencies of interest for this form of integratoro
3oll Grid Current
The effect of grid current presents one of the most
serious problems to the designer of a high-performance integra-
tor. This is because the grid current establishes an apparent
input which is integrated and gives an output error appearing






^" p " jwC (e - e ) + iR o gn' g
A_ -J. 1 „ Ik
o 1 + A RC . ^ 1 C 1 + A . ^ 1
J"' " RCd + A) J^ "" RC(1 + A)
The second term may be interpreted by transform tech-
nique, considering for simplicity RC(l + A) ^^ 1, and A » lo
e^(s) = - ig(s) ii
A constant grid current thus establishes a constant rate, I /C
This is equivalent to an apparent input (I R) being integrated
at the integrator rate gain 1/rCo It is perhaps more funda^-
mental to dissociate this current from the computing resistance








No current is presumed in the resistance and e is zero. Thegn
changing condenser voltage thus appears as a negative rate at
the output terminalSo
-1
Example: A typical integrator may have a rate gain of 1 sec
using R = 1 megohm, C = 1 microfarad. The input stage may have
-9
a negative grid current of 10 ampere. This establishes a
rate of 10 ^/lo" = lO"-^ volt/second of output drift. In an
integrating run of say 20 minutes the output will drift
20 X 60 X 10 = 1.2 volts. For an useful output excursion of
+50 volts, this would be one percent of full scale.
An alternate viewpoint would be to consider the 10
~T 6
amperes as establishing 10 volts across the 10 ohm input
resistance. This millivolt is then subject to the rate gain
of 1 sec , and the output drifts a millivolt per second. This
is a convenient but less perspicacious viewpoint.
As a design hurdle it should be noted efforts to re-
duce the physical size of the integrating condenser, using a
22
smaller C and larger R for the same rate gain, results in accent-
uated grid current effects,
3ol2 Amplifier "Offset"
It generally occurs a direct -coupled amplifier does
not have a true zero output for zero input. Grid current is
one typical source of "offset" » To name a few other sources,
there are contact potentials, variations in cathode emission,
thermal emf sources, non-zero average noise disturbances,
induced voltages and no doubt many not known to this writero
The amplifier offset is not necessarily constant, and seems not
to be, as all direct coupled amplifiers reported are subject to
drift o
For integrating amplifiers, this annoyance has a pain-
fully clear result, in that it establishes a drift rate of the
outputo For convenience, offset is often described as an equiva-
lent voltage at the amplifier input: that voltage which through
the ideal amplifier produces the observed offset. This is de--
signated here e o





= ja)C (e - e )R "^ o gn
A 1 1
e = - e . -—:
—
— rrr- :: - e
o i 1 + A RC . ^ 1 d 1 + A RC . _^ 1
J'^ " RC(1 + A) J"^ " RC(1 +
.IM RC
d 1 + A . „^ _^ 1ju, RC 4- ^-p^
The third term indicates the amplifier offset is approximated in
the integrator. The second term, more seriously, indicates by
analogy with the input or grid current that the offset referred
to the input results in a drift rate of the offset magnitude
times the integrator rate gain. A 100 microvolt offset (input)
in a d.c. amplifier may not seem excessive in some applications,
but at a rate gain of 1 sec > this means about ,36 volt/hour
23
drift may be expected. In a +30 volt range, o36/lOO is a
zero-precision of only 1 part in 280,
3 « 13 High Frequency Poles
The assumed transfer function would indicate a maxi=
mum of ninety degrees phase shift at high frequencieso This
is optimistic and at best an additional pole in the transfer
function can be expected. This will impair the accuracy of
integration, principally at higher frequencies. This is evi=
dent in the transfer function loci by the adaitional ninety
degree phase lag at higher frequencies.
A higher frequency pole is also evident in, for
instance, the ramp output for a step input. In this case the
ramp will be modified to start with zero slope and subsequently
will appear delayed by the time constant associated witn the
higher frequency pole.
With proper design the high frequency pole can have
a negligibly small associated delay, and occur at a frequency
well down the 20 db-per-decade gain slope, well down toward
the noise level.
It is essential the pole be at a fairly high fre'=




THE DIRECT COUPLED AMPLIFIER
4,1 Requirements
The preceding section has considered the operation
of the integrating feedback amplifier freely assuming a suit=
able high-gain amplifier. The amplifier requirements are:
1. Very high gain down to very low frequencies,
2. High input impedance.
3. Low output impedance.
k o Very low grid current.
5o Very low offset and drift.
The usual standards of amplifier quality-low noise, gain
stability, simplicity, etc, , are assumed. In addition, a
premise of this investigation is the possibility of rainiaturiz--
ation. This rationally connotes minimum and simple power supply
requirements
.
Permissible amplifier phase shift was not previously
considered. This was tactitly assumed zero, consistent with
the flat gain. The realistic loss of gain at higher frequenc"
ies will introduce amplifier phase shift which raises a question
of stability.
The initial amplifier requirements are consistent
with "computing" or "operational" amplifiers, which will be
the present point of departure. ' '
k.2 Operational Amplifiers
The writer found single-line flow graphs convenient
for considering operational amplifiers. Figure 8(a) is equiva-
lent to the integrating amplifier of Figure k with general com-
puting impedances. Figure 8(b) is equivalent to 8(a) assuming
zero source and amplifier output impedances, with 3 = Z /Z„o
From Figure 8(b) with conventional reduction techni-
ques, previous results are repeated.
1 -A ^ A
^o ^i " 1 + P
°
, P " ^i 1 + P(l + A)
^
1 + P^
















FLOW GRAPH, OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER
Figure 8(b)
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For Z^ and Z^ made of R and i/jojC respectively, this
is the integrating feedback amplifier.
The principal advantage in this flow graph symbolism
is to bring the techniques of servo analysis to bear on the
loop enclosing the emplifier., This body of techniques can be
utilized in understanding and assessing any proposed amplifier^
^»3 The Goldberg Drift and Offset Stabilized Circuit
The preceding Chapter pointed out the high integrator
output drift rates resulting from amplifier drift or offset.
One of the most successful stabilizing circuit arrangements is
me i s
(7,10)
(9)that of Goldbergo This sche widely used in higher
quality operational amplifiers,
The arrangement is illustrated in Figure 9(a) (without
computing impedances). The input is led to a conventional d=,Co
amplifier through a difference amplifier. The input d„c, and
low frequency components are also amplifield in a carrier-type
amplifier. This stabilizing amplifier is tnerefore without
drift. The stabilizer output is mixed back in the difference
amplifier
,
At very low frequencies the stabilizer acts as a
drift-free input stage of high gain. Higher frequency compon-
ents (at least above one-half carrier frequency) are passed
directly by the difference amplifier.
With feedback elements inserted, the stabilizer also
tends to detect any low frequency or long term drift at the
feedback junction. This drift results in a stabilizer output
of opposite polarity, tending to reduce drift.
These effects will be analyzed with reference to the
flow graph of Figure 9(b). The polarities and term "difference
amplifier" have been chosen to agree with frequently encountered
designs. The difference amplifier is often a cathode-coupled
stage, amplifying the grid signal difference. There is no
apparent reason why a summing stage or polarity variations with
equivalent results could not be used. In Figure 9(b) equal



























FLOW GRAPH, GOLDBERG CIRCUIT
Figure 9(b)
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equivalent drift or offset voltage, e , is referred to the
input of the direct coupled amplifier,
e ={e o-e +e, )A„
o gn2 gn d 2
e _ = - A^ egn2 1 gn
1 ___jlLlV^2_ . ^
o ^i 1 + 3 ° ^ __B ., ^ . .. d1 + ^ (1 + A ^A 1 + ^ (1 + A )A
1 + P ^ l' 2 1 + 3 ^ ^l'^'.
^ la. 1 1 + P
i p d 1 + A^ p
The first term repeats the integration approximation
o
The time constant is RC 11 + (l + A )A
J
or approximately
RC A A for high gain units. This gain product can be made
large
„
Tlie second term is analogous to the drift or offset
result of Chapter II except that the magnitude of the term is
reduced by l/(l + A, ) o This is the very large contribution of
the stabilizing amplifier. Gains of over one thousand are
commonly employed; the small offset of an acceptable d»Co ampli«=
fier is thus reduced several orders of magnitude.
There is additional benefit in tnat the zero frequency
gain, where it is needed most for good integration, is approxi-
mately the gain product, -(l + A )A = - A A . The d.c, ampli-
fier section A in effect thus has a drift-free first stage.
This reduces the effectiveness of drift in the succeeding
stages
,
In Figure 10, letting e. =
% = <^dlM2^3 "" ^d2^2^3 " ^d3^^
1 + ^ AAA
-^ 1 + p ^1^2^3
dl d2 A^ d3 A^A^
For the Goldberg circuit, effectively e = and A
is a large gain. Succeeding stages of the doC, amplifier have
further drift reduction {e,„/A^A_),
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Goldberg circuit or comparable quality operational
amplifiers are not well known in limited size* Conversely there
are no fundamental disqualifications. Principal impediments
readily apparent are:
1. The synchronous converter.
2. The computing condenser (as an integrator).
3. Power supply requirements of the d.c.
amplifier (interstage coupling).
Outlook for other features is encouraging; for example,
an entire a.c. amplifier for the gain A is commercially avail-
able in subminiature form. A gain of ^,500 at 1,000 cps in a
volume 1-3/32" X I5/16" x II/32" off the supplier's shelf is
considered a remarkable size reduction. (Model III "Ampec",
Centralab Division of Globe-Union, Inc.)
Considerations affecting the three elements above are
discussed separately.
^,^4-1 The Synchronous Converter
Converters usually employed are BpOwn Instrument
(Minneapolis-Honeywell) or Leeds and Northrup 3338 series.
These are standard converters of excellent reputation but they
are large. The Brown is over two inches in diameter and four
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inches tall; the Leeds and Northrup is somewhat larger,
Tnere are smaller converters available. Stevens=
Arnold of Boston and Air Pax Products of Baltimore, Maryland,
manufacture what might be called medium-sized converterSo
These are comparable to GT-size vacuum tubes, approximately
o
Miniature converters are available from, among others:
Minneapolis-Honeywell; SG6-A series
Oak Manufacturing Company; NC-^01
Air Pax Products; C-7^7
These choppers are comparable to miniature tube enevelopeso
No smaller converters are known to this writer.
There is no known experience with these medium or
miniature choppers in operational amplifiers others than that
reported here„ In general, these results are affirmative and
no disqualifications are known.
Miniature converters are most frequently available
only with "break-before -make " contacts. This presents some
problems in that the use of a single converter for input modu=
lation and output demodulation presents, in the usual casog an
opportunity for positive feedback. Extensive shielding can
limit the opportunity; at best the time of both contacts open
will be one likely to generate severe trctnsients. The preferred
"make-bef or e-break" arrangement insures at least one contact
is always grounded and oscillations will not develope.
The open-contact transients for BBM contacts are
bothersome in that they tend to saturate the stabilizing ampli-
fier. This tends to make the stabilizing amplifier output some-
what variable. These variations at the difference amplifier act
as false inputs and, in effect, noise disturbances. The trans-
ients are subject to at least some control. Their tendency to-
ward a time-variable nature (saturation effects, minute changes
in contact timing) is a contribution toward erratic drift rates.
The close proximity of leads in a miniature converter may en-
hance this difficulty, even with "make-bef ore-break"
,
k^k2 The Computing Condenser
The computing condensers often employed are somewhat
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large due to the significance of leakage resistance and near
microfarad capacity often desiredo
Capacitance is determined by the desired rate gain,
i/RC, the effect of grid current, and the level of spurious
signals across the resistance„
Rate gain desired is a matter of system design. It
is also associated with bandwidth^ output range, and noise level.
The effect of grid current was discussed in Chapter IIIc
Remedial measures are discussed latero
For constant rate gain, smaller condensers require
larger resistance, Tliis means higher noise voltages and a higher
impedance level, making spurious pickup and shielding increas-
ingly important
o
The choice of condenser size has been, in the opinion
of this reader, generally governed by rate gain and grid current.
Once the latter is controlled and the rate gain set, there has
been no indication in this work to prevent using resistances
above the megohm level. The considerations of amplifier input
impedance and leakage resistance (Chapter III) do show the
realized time constant will depend more nearly on their values,
though the rate gain is not affected. Noise voltages in the
larger resistance values are not desirable, but it is not clear
at this time how else the required rate and limited size can be
obtained,
^,43 Power Supply Requirements and Interstage Coupling
Adequate gain can be obtained in the aoC, stabilizing
amplifier with modest power supply requirements. This is not so
simply stated for the direct-coupled amplifier. The principal
problem is interstage coupling. This is a classic problem of
high-gain d,c, amplifier design. This is enhanced somewhat
by the usual requirements of an operational amplifier that the
output have a zero signal ground reference and a symmetrical
plus-minus output excursion. The coupling to the last stage
must then bias down to the neighborhood of the negative limit,




gain cathode-follower type level changing.
Operational amplifiers
use almost exclusively potenti-
ometers of the interstage coupl-
ing type. This infers gain loss
which only larger size negative
supplies will ameliorate. Even
so, current computer designs
suffer losses greater than
would be willingly sacrificed in
a miniaturized version.
The following are
extracted from figures in refer-
ence (7) and refer to coupling





































These gains show the loss in two couplings may be a factor of
4 of 5 » even with rather large negative supplies. This
supply must, of course, be well regulated.
In the opinion of this investigator a significant
step toward miniaturizing the operational amplifier rationally
would include simultaneous improvement of the coupling losses
currently accepted and simplification of the negative supply.
The most striking possibility in this direction appears to be
glow-tube or gas-discharge tube coupling.
^.5 Gas-Discharge Tube Interstage Coupling
Glow-tube coupling is illustrated in Figure 12.
Operating in an essentially stable region, the voltage e
3^
across the tube is nearly constant. Signal voltage variation
on the plate is coupled to the following grid by a current




quiescent current i flows, biasing the grid above the E
c c c
supply. The quiescent current can be selected by considering
the quiescent plate voltage, desired discharge tube operating
region and the combination of R , E and grid potential level
g cc
considered satisfactory.
Design features of this coupling depend on suitable
combinations of e and i . Because i flows through the pre-
C C C o jr
ceding plate load resistor, this current should be small in
order not to drop the plate voltage level unduly. With a fixed
supply voltage this would have the effect of restricting load
resistor values and thus perhaps impairing gain.
(12 )Smith and Hill in 193^+ discussed this method and
a specially constructed tube which could be operated at currents
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less than 10 microamperes. The tube they describe could in
fact be operated in a slight negative resistance region and
gxve a slight gain. Two workers in 19^6 aescribed ^' the use
of conventional VR-73, VR-90, VR-IO5 , VR-I50 regulator tubes
and NE-I5 and NE-^8 neon glow tubes as coupling elements at
relatively high currents, A circuit suggests their use as part
of a cathode load in a cathode follower to obtain large level
reductions. The use of such tubes at low currents seems not
( 1^)
well known until Miller in 19^+1 reported their use. He
also by-passed the noise voltage and tended to correct the phase
lag at higher frequencies.
This writer investigated several gas filled types and
found them satisfactory for use in an operational amplifier as
will be discussed. The result is that gain is not sacrificed
without requiring a large negative supply and also reducing
the requirements on regulation of the negative supply. This
supply variation produces only secondary effects on the grid
voltage, when the grid is coupled to the plate by a constant
voltage tube. This must still be a quality supply when con-
sidering the very low drift rates,
k^6 Control of Grid Current
-9
G-rid current of 10 ampere, or even less, can cause
rapid drift rates, as shown in Chapter III. Low drift rates
will require control of this drift source. This may be done
by the use of special tube (electrometers), or by selected
operating conditions of certain tubes (eg, 6SU? ) , or by block-
ing the grid current from the computing elements.
The use of miniature or subminiature tubes in very
low grid current situations was not well known to this writer.
Time has not prevented an investigation of this possibility.
The cross-coupled circuit used in investigations to
be discussed is notably well adapted for the substitution of
subminiature electrometer types.
The blocking of grid current is inexpensive, effective













of low frequency gain loss at the difference amplifier, which
may permit instability, and. the long "paralysis" following
overloads
„
Satisfactory approximations for the blocking condenser-
grid return resistor and associated time constants are as
follows (Figure 13)° the gain through the high pass of the
direct input grid circuit must be very nearly one before the
overall gain of the stabilizer falls below one„ The gain of
the stabilizer should fall off without appreciably more than
ninety-degrees phase shift (-20 db/decade) until at least the
unity gain cross-overo This is done by a single section RG
low-pass stabilizer-output filter, using an input low-pass
filter whose time constant makes its break point no lower in
frequency than the unity gain points of the stabilizer. This
makes the grid circuit and stabilizer input low pass filters
have approximately equal break points.
The amplifier built and tested uses a circuit adapt'^
able to electrometer tubes for grid current controls Grid
blocking was actually used to avoid premature investment in
electrometer types and because the long paralysis was not





Following a brief discussion of a preliminary ampli-
fier model 5 the operational amplifier developed and tested is
described. The preliminary model generally followed the
examples of operational amplifiers currently described in the
(7)literature. The final model, the recommended prototype,
Figure l6 , includes features not generally associated with
Goldberg circuit operational amplifiers. This amplifier is
the subject of all tests (5°^) except that mentioned with the
preliminaries of section 3»lo Output drift records were
recorded on a Brown Instrument recording millivoltmeter » Out=
put and phase shift measurements were most conveniently made
by DuMont (Polaroid-Land) oscilloscope camera,
5ol Preliminary Investigation
To gain experience directly with integrating ampli-
fiers, a preliminary investigation was made with the following
components
.
12AX7 Difference Amplifier, sections cathode-coupled,
12AX7 Stabilizing Amplifier, sections cascaded.
12AX7 Direct Coupled Voltage Amplifier, sections
cathode -coupled
.
12AV7 Output Stage, sections series-tube connected.
Power supply was +200 and -370 volts regulated d.c,
,
and 6 volt d,c, filaments. An Air Pax Products 400-cycle
medium-size converter was used (A-4'932).
A typical drift record is shown. The maximum drift
of ,32 volts in the 95 minute run averages about 1/3 volt/hour
drift. This was encouraging. From experience with this ampli-
fier, the conclusions were reached that drift rate could be
improved by correcting the following deficiences.
1. Increase stabilizing amplifier gain by
using two pentode stages,
2, Improve stability of the difference amp-








(Voltage zero reference arbitrarily offset)
Erratic integrator output voltage drift was the principal
characteristic of a first model leading to developments
discussed. (Preliminary model; rate gain 1 volt / sec/ vol t
;
Airpax UOO cps convertor.)
Figure ik
Ul
3. Improve stability of two direct-
coupled stages by using a symmetri-
cal catnode coupled stage and a
stabilized series tube output cir-
cui t „
^» Reduce transients due to positive
parasitic feedback in and around
synchronous convertero
5c. Simplify power supply requirements
to two supplieso
60 Improve loop gain,,
(a) Operate the difference ampli-
fier push-pull to the follow-
ing stageo
(b) Reduce interstage coupling loss.
Pentode stages were not considered for the direct
coupled section despite their gain potentiality,
lo The difficulty of obtaining a satis-
factory screen supply without screen
degeneration,
2, The sensitivity of pentode output to
screen fluctuations.
3. The relative lack of stabilized cir=
cuits for pentodes; stabilized cir-
cuits were considered important to
ease the power supply regulation
problems
.
3.2 G-as Discharge Coupling
Interstage coupling loss could be reduced to a
negligible value by using gas-filled tubes at low current.
To locate stable regions at various voltage levels, several
readily available types of gas filled tubes were tested for
the form of their volt-ampere characteristics.
The characteristics for the following are illustrated
for the range of about 10 to 1000 microamperes.
NEI6, NE5I and NE2 neon glow tubes,
0A2 , 0B2 miniature regulator tubes.
These curves are at best from two samples only. Pre-
cision is no better than that of a Simpson microammeter and
RCA Volt-Ohmyst VTVM, Points in the lower regions may be some=






GAS DISCHARGE TUBE E-I CHARACTERISTICS
Figure 15
^3
tion oscillator with any external capacity across the discharge
tuboo No attempt was made to detect all the minute fluctuations,
particularly at the beginning of the negative resistance region.
The purposes of this investigation were served when it was demon-
strated the constant voltage region of each tube in the neighbor-
hood of 150 microamperes was stable, repeatable, and without
voltage fluctuations detectable by the means employed. Know-
ledge that the tubes would be operated with a stabilizing
(noise by-pass) condenser decreases emphasis on smaller fluctu-
ations, at this early stage. Results were considered sufficien
to employ a trial coupling.
The first coupling tried was two 0A2 regulator tubes
in series giving a voltage decrease of about 200 volts to the
series—tube output stage. This was sufficiently successful to
encourage further use where advantageous.
5.3 Operational Amplifier Circuit
The following describes the improved amplifier built
and tested.
The circuit of the operational amplifier will be dis-
cussed in general terms by stages. Details of the circuit
would necessarily be readjusted in the subminiature version.
In general, all components associated with the miniature proto-
type have subminiature equivalents. This includes tube types
which in the ruggedized and selected versions may even be
superior to several of the types used here regarding noise,
microphonics, grid current, etc. Types which might be considered
are :
6112, CK6II2 dual hi-mu triode.
5840, CK6lk3 high gain pentode.
CK5697, CK5886, CK5887 electrometer tubes.
Numerous types are suitable for use in the stabilizing ampli=
fier, also available in packaged form. The gas discharge types
most suitable will depend on voltage difference required and
current allowable. Numerous gas-filled types not reported here

















tube envelopes reported here are quite minute (NE-2: "grain




Input to the stabilizing amplifier goes through a
single section low-pass RC filter and a high resistance limit=
ing current through the synchronous convertero The low-pass
section and resistance looking back toward the input also act
as a low-pass, reducing any converter noise sent toward the
difference amplifier „ The amplifier input impedance, wxien not
grounded, is high and prone to spurious influence. This is
made severe because it is sampled by the converter, generating
a keying transient which will be amplified. This is more
serious than say an AC hum which could be more easily controlled,
Transients are attenuated by the output low-pass but changes on
this filter are followed by full direct-coupled stage gaino
The S.A, input grid blocking may not be necessary if
S,A. grid current is very low. The high impedance grid circuit
and converter sampling may accentuate this annoyance and logic-
ally recommend blockings
Amplifier stages are conventional. A good waveform
change for small constant voltages at the input is perhaps a
visual criterion. The amount of positive (parasitic) feedback
in the converter arrangement vastly influenced the waveform
for different make converters. This feedback accentuates high
frequency gain (tendency to oscillate). Some high frequency
negative feedback and low frequency boost may help.
The even number of stages followed by the second half
of the input converter give a 180 degree phase shift, thus the
amplifier is described by a -A in the previous discussions.
The output low-pass filter has a long time constant.
This should be about A times the input time constant.
(Section ^4^.6) This smoothing is desirable to keep noise out
of the input difference amplifier. It also means the stabilizer
recovers slowly from a strong transient. Stabilizer output
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signal limiting is recommended in any further developraento
The output of the stabilizer filter is high resistance
at d.Co This will be particularly true if large R - small C
filters are used in a subminiature » Thus grid current of the
input difference amplifier can easily alter the anticipated no-
signal reference voltage (near zero) on the filter condenser^
This is not observed to be serious with a low or medium-mu
difference amplifier (or an electrometer of course) or with a
drift balance adjustment as showno Other than as an integrator,
the operational amplifier would possibly not require this addi-
tional drift balance. The high=-mu 12AX7 first model difference
amplifier was noticeably affected by changes in grid current in
this circuito
5.32 Difference Amplifier
The first model difference amplifier used a 12AX7
cathode-coupled circuito > > » / The gain of the hi-mu dual
triode is an advantage overcome by disadvantages,
lo High grid current. This can be blocked on
the input side but not on the stabilizer
side»
2., High tube voltage drop at even 1 or 2 volts
bias limits load resistance with low plate
supply voltage and accentuates interstage
coupling difficultyo
(The 12AX7 is used as representative of high-mu twin triode
types. It is not in itself recommended by the writer in this
application due to the above plus micr ophonism. There are
regularly available high-mu types of superior characteristics
suitable for other than laboratory trial models of this sort.)
A trial model using a medium—mu twin triode (12AU7)
partially resolved the above disadvantages, but with consequent
loss in gain. This is also a loss of signal-to-noise ratio in
this critical stage„ The 12AU7 does require grid current block-
ing for low drift rateSo This permits protracted paralysis due
to overload and relatively long starting transients. The use
of a medium-mu twin triode is not recommended as an adequate
solution.
^7
The cathode-coupled circuit is commonly used as the
difference amplifier in Goldberg circuit operational amplifiers^
(The reader is reminded other choices of signal sense could
possibly permit the use of a summing amplifier circuit, etc.)
Input grids will reference groundo A high catnode resistance
is desirable for common mode rejection. This often leads to
a negative supply return^ The stage is thus offered the
fluctuations of two power supplies which only ideally can be
totally ignored. (The output drift rates of interest operating
as an integrator are equivalent to much less than 100 microvolt?;
equivalent grid signal.)
The amplifier recommended uses a different circuit,
( 18 19
)
The cross-coupled circuit ' is suggested as providing a
very promising approach to resolving the former difficulties
with this stage. This type input stage was decided upon and
used. (Circuit diagram. Figure l6.)
Two inputs are similar to cathode follower stages.
These tubes can very conveniently be electrometer or other low
grid current types. Biasing arrangement on the input stages
and their plate supply can conveniently be made favorable to
low-grid current operation of selected tube types if desired.
The input stages are cross-coupled to sections of a second
tube which can conveniently be made hi-mu. Grid current here
is of less annoyance s so bias can be made less. This drops
the plate voltage level, with proper plate load, relaxing B-*-
and interstage coupling restrictions without seriously impair-
ing gain.
Common—mode rejection for the original cross-coupled
circuit is of the order of half the reciprocal of second stage
amplification factor. This is without the inconvenience of the
large negative supply often required, and in the opinion of this
investigator the less- than-ideal freedom from fluctuations of
two supplies. Furthermore, addition of the small cathode
resistors in the first stages, adjusted to the common cathode
resistance reduced by a factor of second-stage-mu , increases
the common mode rejection to large values. (R, = 3»000. M- ~ oO ,
R = 50 approximately.)
k8
A balance control is included for the push-pull stageso
Selected tubes may balance closely enough to eliminate the
control. Tills also permits some correction for inexact predict-
ion of second-stage-output and output-biasing arrangements there-
by acting as a zero-seto The automatic balancing will take con-
trol of offset and the push-pull balance adjustment is considered
most practical as a coarse drift-balance with the automatic
stabilizer functioning properly. The push-pull balance control
is most conveniently set by observing the signal waveform in
the stabilizing amplifier. The control is set for a minimum
signal. The amplifier is operated as a feedback amplifier. The
drift balance control should be disconnected and independently
set to near-zero voltage. The long time constants of grid-block-
ing {if employed) and stabilizer output may be temporarily
shorted for a preliminary adjustment. When the amplifier is
balanced, the input grid references zero due to the converter,
and the very-near zero a.c. signal results in near-zero no-
signal stabilizer filter voltage. Now a change in push-pull
balance control will change the offset slightly and much more
noticeably change the a.c. signal magnitude. The stabilizer
is operating to reduce the offset. This control need only be
set when tubes are changed or aging chctnges have occurred. This
zero set is probably sufficient for many applications, but it
was not sufficient for very fine control of drift as an integra-=
tor. For this purpose the drift balance control acts as a very
fine zero adjustment and the small drift that would exist with-
out it can be reversed and controlled to a low value. Selected
tubes would enable eliminating the push-pull balance adjustment.
The selection would involve all stages. {^6^1 and 5^92 GT~sized
tubes were used because they were immediately available. Minia-
ture and subminiature equivalents exist.)
5.33 Second and Output Direct-Coupled Stages
The usual Goldberg circuit takes output from one plate
only of the difference amplifier. The gain of the stage is thus
only about half— ut i lized and common—mode rejection is also
k9
theoretically lesSo The usual circuit also employs potentio=
meter coupling, with its loss in gain, to the following stage,
frequently a pentode to obtain higher gaino This amplifier
uses (essentially) loss-less coupling from the push-pull mode
to the grids of a high-mu twin triode cathode-coupled stagCo
The stage amplification is less than that possible with a
pentode, which, however , could utilize only half the preceding
stage gain. Aside from signal-to-noise, the particular advant-=
age is the common mode rejection of the cathode-coupled stage
compared with the difficulties of a pentode stage„
The output stage must reference ground. A large
voltage level decrease from the preceding stage is required.
Here, gas-discharge tube coupling is even more useful than
to the second stage. Even with this method, a somewhat large
negative supply is required.
About "200 volts is sufficient for a +100 volt out=
put stage range. 11:11 s negative supply will not bias down the
output stage grid without either absurd potentiometer coupling
loss or very small coupling tube currents. About I50 micro=
amperes may be the operating region for any coupling tube
reported here. Thus -350 volts is a simple minus supply choice.
A smaller grid return for the output stage would permit a
smaller negative supply at the same current. The advantage of
a very low-current constant-voltage tube such as previously
mentioned from the references is clear. With such a tube it
should be possible to obtain +100 volt output range with per-
haps only +200, -25O supply voltages. Lower output excursions
would be satisfied with lower supply voltages. Drift rates,
already equivalent to few microvolts equivalent signal, are not,
in the opinion of this investigator, likely to be reduced
accordingly. Tlieref ore
,
drift voltages per unit output range
are likely to be less attractive if power supply limits are
unduly compressed.
The output stage selected is a series tube amplifier.
This particular circuit is balanced to power supply fluctua-
tions. The gain (ix/z) is less than for similar but uncompen-
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sated series tube circuitSo The output impedance is less with
the output taken from the cathode than that for a similar com-"
pensated circuit with output from the lower tube plate and no
plate load resistor for the upper tube. Applications requiring
higher loop gain can quickly obtain a factor of near two by
reducing this output stage from compensated to an uncompensated
series tube stage. The bottom tube cathode resistor and top
tube plate load resistor are simply removed in this case. Power
output was not an important factor in selecting this stageo
3,k Output Voltage Drift Rates (Zero Reference Drift)-
The operational amplifier as described was operated
as an integrator with a rate gain of 1 volt / sec /volt in all the
following tests
o
The amplifier useful output range is at least +100
voltSo A Ool volt output voltage drift for zero signal input
is one part in 1,000 one side of zero, or one part in 2,000 full
scale excursion. Thus a voltage output drift of 0,1 volt/hour
is one part in 120,000 full scale per minute time. One minute
arc in 3^0 degrees full scale is one part in 21,600„
At a rate gain of 1, „ 1 volt/hour output drift is
equivalent to integrating l/36,000 = 27o8 microvolts spurious
signal without drift.
Two low-drift records are illustrated (Figure 17).
The drift rate averages well under 0,1 volt/hour in each. The
records are to indicate the stability of the output of the amp-
lifier operating as an integrator with zero signal input. One
megohm and one microfarad (polystyrene dielectric) computing
impedances were used. For record A the amplifier was zero-set
operating as a feedback amplifier with a gain of ten. The second
run was made the following day after other trials acquainting
the writer with the adjustments. For the second run, the inte-
grator was initially unbalanced at the drift-balance controlo
The first few minutes of the run were taken to adjust the bal-
ance while observing the rate, A good balance appearing, no











































INTEGRATOR OUTPUT DRIFT RECORDS
Low drift rate recordings. Integrator rate gain 1 volt/
sec/volt. Airpax ^00 cycle medium size converter.
(a) trial after a balance adjustment for zero offset as
a feedback amplifier. (B) trial after minimum drift
balance operating as an integrator. Both rates, less
than 0.1 volt/hour, are very low, inferring less than
an equivalent ^0 microvolt spurious input for extended
times. The voltage zero reference is arbitrarily offset
Figure 1?
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not encouraged without intermediate adjustments but in some
cases, as these records show, low rates may persists Both
runs were with an Air Pax Products medium-sized ifOO-'cycle
converter
»
The test installation for a miniature converter
(Minneapolis-Honeywell SG6a1 series) was not sufficiently well
shielded around the converter., The parasitic feedback made
stabilizer stability doubtful. Keying transients gave large
overshoots. Most seriously, the transient conditions were not
time-invariant o Changes in waveform could be observed. As
operating conditions changed, drift rates changed. (Figure 18)
A converter which was mechanically variable in time would be
expected to produce the same type results. This was not observed
with eitner converter used. The drift rates observed with the
incomplete shielding are still low enough to commend the Goldberg
circ uit
.
A severe tesi of the circuit and of a.c. amplif ie :- out-
put stability is with ^00-cycle filaments. Improved shielaj.ng
with the miniature chopper enabled this test. The results are
illustrated in Figure 19= After an initial run with an approxi=
mate drift balance, a readjustment stabilized the drift to a
low value for an extended period. The hour-long interval follow-
ing readjustment gave an average drift rate of less than 0.1
volt/hour. This method of operation is not to be encouraged,
if avoidable. Small changes in phasing of the converter and
the filament-induced a.c. amplifier hum voltages cause suffici™
ent change in the stabilizer output to cnange the drift rate.
No other records were made using t^OO-cycle filament supply.
The amplifier sensitivity to d.c. filament voltage
changes is illustrated (Figure 20A) , The amplifier, operating
as an integrator as usual, was operating with a positive drift
rate. Cycling the filament voltage made the rate erratic but
did not show a consistent correlation. It is suggested this
is because the amplifier is insensitive to small filament volt-
age changes but is responsive to tube thermal changes.











































INTEGRATOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE DRIFT
Miniature Convertor
(Minneapolis-Honeywell SG6A1 )
Circuit arrangement incorporating this convertor per-
mitted positive parasitic feedback. The stabilizing
amplifier tended to change the switching instant
transient response abruptly. Waveform changes could

































(Voltage zero reference arbitrarily offset)
INTEGRATOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE DRIFT
With il-OO cps filament supply low drift rates are possible.
After a readjustment, a low rate is maintained. After
extended runs, readjustment may be necessary. This is the
only illustrated record made with i|-00 cps filament supply.
Gain of 1 volt /sec/volt ; miniature convertor SG6A1 ;




























INTEGRATOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE DRIFT
Small changes in filament voltage did not
reflect a readily apparent and consistent change





B- Positive 1 Volt
I
B- Negative 1 Volt-
Settling
B+ Positive 1 Volt-
I
B+ Negative 1 Volt
.2 .3 .i+ .5
volts
INTEGRATOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE DRIFT
Drift rates are sensitive to supply changes. The
rates which appear large are equivalent to less than
1 millivolt spurious input step. Rate gain 1 vol t / sec /vol t
;
miniature convertor SG6a1 ; D.C. filament supply. B- is the
one minus supply, -350V; B+, the +200 supply; variations
were made independently as indicated.
Fig. 20(b)
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correlates readily^ Drift rates for 1 volt B= and B+ supply-
changes are illustrated in Figure 20B. These rates vary from
„ 03 to 0,0^5 volt/minute output voltage drift for zero input
signalo The integrator rate gain was, as before, 1 vol t/ sec/volt
The 1 volt power supply change is thus equivalent to 0„5 to
o 75 millivolt equivalent spurious input, Tnis ia a reduction
ratio of about 1750 for the entire amplifier operating at a
d.Co loop gain of several milliono A single triode stage,
uncompensated, allows a change of r / (R, + r ) per voltp L p
supply change. This might be a reduction of 2 or 3 . provided
there were no following stage of amplification » The drift
balance control may contribute unduly to the present influence
of B+ supply change; the regulated source of negative voltage
may be sufficiently stable as presently arranged.
Records of output drift for filament and plate supply
voltage changes were made with the miniature converter previous-
ly mentioned.
Changes in drift rates caused by thermal means were
investigated only briefly. Ultimate thermal characteristics
will depend on construction, shielding, etc. An interesting
result was that the drift rate for the combination of tubes -
power supply - Air Pax Products converter and the uninsulated
construction used was positive during warmup. After warmup
,
the rate settled down to the previous drift-balance setting.
Thus very reasonable repeatability of drift rates resulted
after warmup after twenty—minute periods of all-power -of f
.
Warmup period was about 20 minutes for the construction of the
unit (it was not insulated or thermally shielded). The positive
warmup drift, and settling down to a previous drift rate is
illustrated in two records, (Figure 21) For these records,
all power was off for twenty minutes. Records were made follow-
ing two minute filament-power supply transient and preliminary
warmup periods. The initial positive output voltage drift
rate decreases and reverse to a final negative rate. The net
output voltage drift for the half-hour runs is nearly zero,















































INTEGRATOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE DRIFT
Reversal of drift after warm-up. A possible
technique for limited duration runs under limited
warm-up conditions. All power off 20 minutes, then
two minute filament warm-up and run without adjust-
ment. Initial positive drift during warm-up reverses
to final set negative rate. Rate gain 1 volt / sec/vol t
;





In other records the final rate was made near zero and thus the
significant drift all occurred during the period more properly
reserved for complete warmup.
A possible aid to miniaturizing the computing capaci-
tor is to increase in the input computing resistance in the same
ratio the capacitor value is decreased. Thus gain is constant
(i/rC) and the physical size is reduced,, Increasing the resis=-
tance value increases noise and the increased impedance level
may emphasize shielding^ A 20 megohm - O.O3 microfaraa combin-
ation of computing elements was employed for a trial runo The
resulting drift rates, illustrated for typical runs, were
erratic and reflected a noisy inputo (Figure 22), In part,
this is directly attributed to the 5% carbon 20 megohm resistor
employed, no higher quality, less-noisy, elements being immedi-
ately availablco The observed output voltage drift is suffi-
ciently low to indicate there are no clear-cut impediments to
using this miniaturization technique for drift rates acceptable
in many applications. It appears a compromise of settling for
somewhat lower integrator rate gain might de-emphasize the drift
of zero reference. As an extreme, a brief trial was made with
a radiation—counter type 100 megohm resistor and a 0,01 micro-
farad capacitor. The resistor noise was excessive for compari-
son with previously mentioned standards.
5.5 Loop Gain and Realized Time Constant
Experimental determination of the accuracy of Integra-^
tion of a high gain integrating amplifier is a time-consuming
measurements problem, A loop gain of 10 , which is low, quickly
reduces phase shift or magnitude errors below the one or two
percent adequate in most presentations. Since no deviations
from expected characteristics could be readily detected over
the range 0,01 to 1200 cps , it will be assumed integrator errors
in this range are indeed small.
Operational amplifiers are often exalted by reference
to fabulous loop gains. In the opinion of this investigator,
the realized time constant of the operational amplifier operat-









A higher input impedance
z. may permit a physically-
smaller feedback condenser.
The drift rate in these trials
was erratic, believed to be





INTEGRATOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE DRIFT
Gain = 1 volt / sec /volt
z . =20 megohms
1
z^ = .05 microfarads
Fig. 22
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tion as an integratoFo It is not prudent to consider the time
constant to be simply t - RC ( 1 + A) » For the integrator des™
cribed this would be around 2 x 10 seconds, roughly 2/3 year„
Leakage drastically reduces such optimistic figures; the real=
ized time constant can be no more than about R, C (with negative
feedback) where R is the leakage resistance effective across
the feedback capacitor Co (Section 3»9)
The effective time constant realized can be approxi^
mately measured in the following manner^ Tiie integrator is
pre-set near the negative output limit (-100V here). The rate
gain is 1 volt / sec/volt in this example,, A small step voltage
(negative) is appliedo The integrator output will ideally




rate gain (l sec )o The actual rate will instead be in erroro
The rate error is -e /t, where e is the instantaneous output
o' o
and T is the realized time constant. Starting at a - Ie
the rate is too fast by JE I /t and at the end of the run des-
cribed, is too slow by the same amount. As e goes through
zero, the rate is very nearly exact, being e. a/t where A is
the loop gain^
The integrator output voltage is recorded during the
run described, particularly noting the ends of the run and the
region of e nearly zero. A straight line across the output
record will have very nearly the exact slope, being less than
the record at the start and of greater slope at the endo This
will show the parabolic nature of the record and enable measure-
ment of a small voltage error at mid run, or when the straight
line comparing ramp crosses the zero output ordinate.




. Ad - c ^) ~ |eJ
e
A ramp from the same initial condition would be
= e. At I T - E o The ramp is nearly simulated by a
o 1 ' I o 1
straight edge from start to finish, and will very nearly
parallel a tangent to the recorded curve at e =0, The
voltage error at midpoint (e "= O) is approximately
o
-e. t /2t + E t/r = E t / t ..
1 ' o ' o '
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For the run described the recorded voltage will indeed
be more positive than zero when the comparison ramp crosses this
re f er ence
.
T = E X (run in seconds to extreme )/( err or
)
o
Example: A -22,5 millivolt step was integrated by the described
integrator from - JE I - -100 to +100 volts output range » The
total run was 200/(22o3 x lO"^) seconds, or 10-^/22o5 for each
half (^,^50 seconds, about 1=23 hours) » Recorded at 24 inches
per hour, the 59 inch record was compared with a straight edge
and about 2 volt error was indicated at the point where the
straight line would indicate zero output. The realized time
constant is indicated to be approximately,
T = (100) (i4-450 ) /2 = 222,500 seconds
with a 1 microfarad condenser, this could indicate a leakage
resistance of about 222,500 megohms. This is reasonable for
polystyrene dielectric capacitors and circuit leakage.
An operational amplifier with a reported gain of
7about 3 X 10 was also tested. This amplifier was connected
as an integrator on a bench test harness with insulation not
particularly stressed. The same integrating capacitor was
used. An integrating record of half period 195^ seconds was
made. The indicated error at zero output was 1.6 volts. The
indicated time constant is
T = (100 ) (1950) / (1.6) = 122,000 seconds.
This lower figure reflects the quality of insulation and shows
that high performance gain figures are not to be misused for
integrator assessment.
Another worker in 1952 reported good results in
predicting integrator errors on the basis of a realized time
constant limited by leakage resistance. His reported leakage
and time constant values are understood to be about 250,000
megohms, or seconds with a 1 microfarad computing element.
The gain of the amplifier described was measured in-
directly. The gain of the stabilizing amplifier for small con-
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stant voltages was measured independently to be 2200 without
the drift balance 2 , 2M load, or I5OO with. Operating the entire
unit as an operational amplifier with gain of one, a 90 volt
input was observed to change the stabilizer output 9 millivoltSo
The input e therefore must have been 9°0/{l500) millivoltSogn y I ^ I
For the measured 90 volt output, the gain effective at zero
frequency is
A - (1500)^ 10^ = 1,5 X lO''
Without the drift balance load, the equivalent measurement
7indicated an effective zero-frequency gain of 2 x 10 »
The usable bandwidth will depend upon the net gain
at which the amplifier operates as an inverter-computing ampli°
fier .
The open-loop gain is no less than 10 at 200 cpso
Therefore operating at a net gain of -100, there is less than
0,1% gain loss at 200 cps, one-half a U-00 cps data system
carrier frequency. Operating at a net gain of -10, the gain
loss is less than 0,1% to at least 1,000 cps. These gain
losses are associated with about two degrees phase error.
It is recalled no attempt was made to extend the
observed bandwidth, adequate for an intended purpose. The
bandwidth is severely restricted by the particular anti-sing
network (0,008 mfd coupling a 1,000 ohm load) employed. Some
anti-sing loading will probably be necessary, of course; this
one was abundantly conserved for the construction employed.
It should be noted these bandwidth figures are definitely not









is believed to have been demonstrated to be a
qualified prototype direct
--coupled operational amplifier in
a system bandwidth-limited to about 1,000 cps» This certainly
includes a 400
-cps-carrier data system provided with suitable
modulator-demodulator units. The closed loop bandwidth could
probably be extendedo
In particular the amplifier is believed to be suited
for use as an integrating amplifier when provided with quality
computing elementSo The realized time constant is believed to
be critically dependent upon leakage resistance of the computing
capacitor and associated wiring. Time constants of at least
2 X 10 seconds can be expected.
The drift of output zero reference as reported is
believed to be manifestly satisfactory for the components used.
The concept of the circuit is recommended for consideration in
laboratory low-drift integrators using more elaborate and noise-
free converters, etc. Performance could probably be improved
by a more discriminating choice of components, limiting stabilize
ing amplifier signal output, improving the symmetry of the
cathode=coupled stage, and more detailed investigation of the
points of influence of power supply voltage fluctuation. An
exceptionally drift-free integrator might sacrifice power supply
needs for the discharge tube coupling.
The input circuit illustrated includes grid blocking
to limit grid current. Operation other than as an integrator
will probably not require this. Due to the long paralysis
following overloads, this blocking arrangement is not recommended
wiiere it is avoidable. Operating the amplifier as an integrator
necessitates grid current control. This dictates the recommenda-
tion tiiat electrometer tubes be substituted and blocking elimin-
ated. Symmetry of the input and common-mode rejection favor
electrometer tubes (which may be subminiat ure ) for both inputs.
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This is recommended for very low output-reference drift and for
high impedance stabilizer output filters.
The gas-discharge tube coupling and two-voltage
supply requirements are unique for operational amplifierSo
Other than along the lines discussed in Section 5.33 this
writer is not clear on any avenue to realizing +100V output
with a simpler supply than +200 and about -350 volts, required
that all stages are to contribute gain.
It is recommended gas-discharge tube coupling be
exploited, including special forms of cons tant -voltage low-current
tubeSj and the possibility of operating on a negative-resistance
charac teristic
,
The amplifier is intended to serve as a prototype for
a subminiature version and is recommended. Tests with a minia-
ture converter are described. It is anticipated other minia-
ture converters would serve equally, providing shielding can
stabilize the parasitic positive feedback.
To simplify the problem of combating the positive
feedback, two possibilities are suggested. The stabilizing
amplifier can be changed to an odd number of stages, making
the feedback degenerative. This will reouire inverting the
signal polarity at another point in the input section so the
direct and stabilizer inputs have the same effective polarity
coming out of what is now the difference amplifier. A second
possibility is to use another converter or other demodulation
scheme. The converters of two operational amplifiers might
possibly be shared at input and output
,
or two amplifiers can
share input converters and use individual demodulators of
another type. Classically, mechanical switch type demodulators
are associated with stability of output.
An investigation of the possibilities of improving
bandwidth of the operational amplifier is suggested. The
pole-zero and root-locus method is recommended. The feed-
forward transfer function of the Goldberg circuit has
characteristics (zeroes) which can be manipulated by variations
of time constants or filter characteristics and stabilizing
(>-?
amplifier gaino High-frequency compensation of the direct-
coupled stages, particularly those with inductive gas dis=
charge coupling, is likely to prove profitable in a system
demanding more bandwidth.
Compensation might overcome a slight gain loss in
the Goldberg circuito This occurs at the transition from
loop gain A A /(l +
^i-^p ^ *° -A / ( 1 + A ), essentially. This
may be one-tenth decibel, or more important perhaps, may
introduce a small phase shift.
An intriguing and useful investigation would be to
determine simple, effective and easily instrumented tests to
determine the efficacy of high-gain operational amplifiers,
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fier.

